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Abstract

Many studies investigated the use of collaboration at conventional teaching environment in different educational levels. The present study examines students’ behavior during a collaborative assignment in an online learning environment in higher education. Data were collected by graduate students who were attending a course at a distance learning master degree program in Special Education. The developed group dynamics and students’ beliefs about their role during the activity were “revealed” by their reactions to the discussion forum, their private e-mails to the instructor, their activity at the platform and their contribution on the assignment, for which the wiki tool was used. Results indicated that although students were at the same time in-service or pre-service teachers at primary and secondary education and they were expected to implement group work at their teaching, they had low self-efficacy beliefs in using it as students in online learning environment. Their major difficulties were related with their fear about possible negative consequences concerning their marks due to other members’ behavior and the lack of experiences. Suggestions on how the group work and the collaborative assignment can be integrated more effectively in an online learning environment in higher education courses are discussed.
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Introduction

The mature graduate students today, born and grew up in the Information Age are characterized as digital natives (Prensky, 2001) and digital learners (Murugesan, 2009; Oliver & Carr, 2009; Richardson, 2009). Mainly today, they use technology in many aspects of their everyday activities, as they visit social networking websites, use email, search for information, communicate through chat rooms, participate in blogs and discussion forums, develop their own websites, become net-writers through wikis, etc. (Burnett et al., 2003; Hargadon, 2009; Murugesan, 2009). The education has to keep it in mind and develop the appropriate mechanisms to adapt innovative teaching approaches in order to be consistent with the changing landscape of the society and the economy (Dias & Victor, 2017). A part of the changing world nowadays is the impact of social media on how information and knowledge are developed, delivered and processed.

Universities throughout the world are steadily increasing the use of online courses as there are focused on improving the design of online learning environments for adult learners who need to continue their professional development by obtaining further qualifications. Undoubtedly the advances in information and communication technology provide powerful affordances to support collaborative learning in online environment (Alavi & Dufner, 2005). It seems that a collaborative learning environment contributes on students’ active and effective learning (Burke, 2011), while in many cases the importance of developing group work strategies are associated with future employment (Goold, Craig, & Coldwell, 2008) and the relative skills which have to be developed. Collaboration is an important life skill. It is widely recognized that the majority of innovations come about as a result of collaboration between groups (Elgort, Smith, & Toland, 2008), and employers want graduates to have developed teamwork skills, as they are more prepared for the commercial world (Bentley & Warwick, 2013).

New learning management systems create new opportunities for interaction among all stakeholders involved in the teaching and learning processes (LaBeouf, Griffin, & Roberts, 2016). The Wiki is a web communication tool that can be used to engage students in learning within a collaborative environment (Parker & Chao, 2007). It provides participants with the opportunity of podcasting, deleting and editing. Gokcearslam and Ozcan (2011) suggest its use for brainstorming, group projects, meeting support and creating group portfolios.

Within this different teaching and learning framework the instructor’s and students’ role change in order to accommodate the needs of the online interaction. It is important to examine the instructor’s role as facilitator...
In respect to the group work, there is a distinction between cooperation and collaboration. In the first case participants split the assignment into roughly equal pieces to be completed by the individuals and then stitched together to finish the assignment (Zach & Agosto, 2009). On the other hand collaboration involves working together. Participants have to discuss all the parts of the assignment and the final product is truly a collaborative - group product in which it is difficult to identify individual member’s contributions (Ingram & Hathon, 2004). Gayton and McEwen (2007) believe that an interactive and cohesive environment that includes group work, regular assignments and solid feedback is a presupposition for success. There are numerous studies about the pedagogical benefits of using the collaborative learning: the increased satisfaction (Brandon & Hollingshead, 1999), the higher order thinking processes (McConnell, 2005), the understanding of the content better and retaining longer (Zach & Agosto, 2009). However collaborative learning is still quite complex and ambiguous phenomenon. Hansen (2006) found that students evaluate the group experience as positive if certain conditions are met (Eunjung, 2011, Martin et al., 2019). Fujita, Doney and Wegerif (2019) indicated in the specific case of collaboration in mathematics that students’ decision-making was influenced by their inability to see their peers’ points of view dialogically.

LaBeouf et al. (2016) examined faculty and students’ comments of a university to determine perceptions of group work. The major issue noted by both groups was the allocation of grades. As Goold et al. (2008) argue it is important for teachers to recognize that students often do not want to be assessed as a group, as they feel penalized when the group does not perform satisfactorily. Additionally among most noted disadvantages are the opinions that group work is more time consuming and difficult to assess the levels of individual contribution (Quinn & Hughes, 2007). In many cases there is an increased difficulty in ensuring participation of all members (Piezon & Ferre, 2008). There is a necessity to provide clear guidelines of the assessment task, how it will be assessed and how the contribution of each group member will be assessed (Murray, 2003). The major factor for the success of group working is the effective communication and many instructors underline that communication is much more difficult when students cannot meet each other in face to face situation (Ekblaw, 2016; Conceição, 2006). For this reason Barkley, Cross and Major (2005) recommend that the instructor should foster communication skills which have to be used during the collaborative work or assignment in order to facilitate the development of the appropriate skills.

As Burke (2011) claims many people cringe and groan when they are told to work in group. She calls this phenomenon as “group hate” and she proposes the formation of realistic expectations of group work, as a possible way to overcome it. We have always to keep in mind that in any case there are advantages and disadvantages to work in a group. The major advantages are: (i) the variety of backgrounds and experiences among the students, (ii) people gain a more accurate picture of how others see them and (iii) feedback helps the students to evaluate their interpersonal behavior. The major disadvantages (Beede & Masterson, 2003) are: (i) the individual may agree to a bad solution in order to avoid conflict, (ii) an individual may dominate the discussion, (iii) some members may rely too heavily on others to do the work and (iv) it takes more time to work in a group than to work alone.

The use of collaborative work during courses presupposes to take into consideration the different types of communication which are used. The online learning environment uses two primary ways for communication: synchronous and asynchronous. In the case of collaborative assignment activities both synchronous and asynchronous methods are used. There are students who prefer the face to face processes in virtual environment and those who prefer to communicate more with the written word than the spoken word (Becker, 2003). In synchronous learning both the instructor and the students communicate at the same time, in the same or different geographic location. In most cases, the appropriate technological tools are employed such as chat rooms,
videoconferencing tools. There are difficulties for working adults with families, and other responsibilities to follow a program with many synchronous meetings. Additionally, the participants’ knowledge to handle any technical problems may arise and there is a necessity for immediate feedback or technical support.

The use of online tools, such as wiki, permits nowadays the use of asynchronous processes in the case of projects and collaborative activities (Cole, 2008), which are extremely useful in the case of adults who attend online courses. Wiki is one of the most widely used tools of Web 2.0 technology. It is a flexible collaborative content-management system enabling each user to create and edit web pages easily in a very short time (Bauer, 2011; Mejias, 2006), without much difficulty or expertise (Bauer, 2011; West & West, 2009). As we have already highlighted, the wiki collaborative environment allows users to post and edit simultaneously text, pictures, audio, video, graphs, and animated pictures (West & West, 2009). Wiki facilitates online collaboration of multiple people working on a common project, thus it is described as open editing website (Bauer, 2011; Ferris & Wilder, 2006). Elgort et al. (2008) examined students’ and lecturers’ perceptions of using wiki as a platform for conducting assessed group projects. They found that in most cases the use of wiki encouraged student’s participation and group involvement as nobody judges the others’ contribution. However they highlighted that the use of wiki is not enough in order to improve students’ attitudes to group work.

There is always the need to keep in mind that the teaching and learning processes have to be based on constructivism and each asynchronous or synchronous method needs to respect the inter-individual differences in respect to the different cognitive styles and learning styles. Collaborative work and assignment has to offer time and tools according to those differences in order to enable each one work productively. Technology-based approaches to learning provide many opportunities for constructivist teaching (Oliver, 2001), as they offer a highly interactive medium of learning that can be customized to meet the students’ individual needs (Heirdsfield, Walker, Tambyah, & Beutel, 2011).

Many times students encounter difficulties during a collaborative online assignment or activity due to their lack of experiences during their earlier school years or studies. Trespalacios (2017) based on his experiences to design small group discussions, offers several recommendations: a) implementing a small group discussion of a specific case study prior to the whole-class discussion can be an effective instructional strategy in online environments, b) using leaders in the case of whole-class online discussion forums and leaders in the case of group work. However, it is difficult to accept that in the case of adults the instructor has to structure the participants’ role during the collaborative work.

The aim of the present study was twofold: (i) to examine the group dynamics in terms of the online collaborative work as part of an assignment and (ii) to examine students’ beliefs about their role and the online instructor’s role during the specific activity, as there were “expressed” or “revealed” through their behavior. The contribution of the study would be on enhancing the quality of current online pedagogy in the case of higher education. Based on original data, it is suggested how to effectively integrate collaborative assignment in an online learning environment at graduate level. Additionally, taking into consideration that the population of the current study was consisted of pre-service and in-service teachers at primary, secondary and special education, it is discussed how their experiences can be used in the future aiming to collaborate with other teachers and/or in order to schedule collaborative activities for their students.

**Methodology**

The present study was conducted during the fall semester in 2017-2018. The participants were the 81 students who attended a course on “Research Methods” as part of their online Master Degree program in Special Education at a private University in Cyprus. Almost all of them (75) were working on domains related to education (pre-primary, primary and secondary education, special education schools or they offered private individual lessons). Participants were students from Greece and Cyprus (with the respective nationality), two countries with similarities at the Curriculum of primary and secondary education, and consequently similar educational experiences for the participants. 57 of the participants were women and 24 were men, their mean age was 29.4 years. The instructor was one of the authors of the paper.

The students attended a 13-weeks course during the first semester of their studies and they did not have any previous experiences with an online environment. During the first two weeks, students watched the uploaded audio-lectures and studied relevant bibliography. At the third week they corresponded at an individual assignment which had a very small contribution on their final grade (only 5%). It was used by their instructor as a tool to realize their misunderstandings and their difficulties. She gave them feedback through a forum and
individual feedback through the platform for the first two weeks’ content of the course. Then the students were requested to participate to a group activity, as part of a collaborative assignment. Students were randomly assigned to one of the 8 groups during the 7th week of the course (7 groups with 10 participants and a group with 11 participants). Each group was required to critically analyze a paper (a different paper was uploaded for each group) where a qualitative or a quantitative study was presented. In respect to the guidelines they had to collaborate in order to critically analyze the paper on the following parameters: (i) the presentation of the aim and the research questions, (ii) the presentation of the rationality of the study, (iii) the research method (sampling, research tools, validity and reliability). Their critical analysis was expected to focus on the content which was analyzed and discussed during the previous weeks. Synchronous and asynchronous tools were used for content presentation and understanding. Each week there was a lecture on the main topic (with a written presentation and a narration with explanations), bibliography with relevant references, examples which could be downloaded from webpages and forums for discussions. Participants had eight days to work on the assignment by using the wiki environment in order to collaborate and present their final group product. After the instructor uploaded the assignment guidelines, an online meeting was conducted (by using the Adobe connect teleconferencing tool) in order to address any students’ questions.

We assumed that it was important to ask them to work collaboratively on the task and during the online meeting; it was highlighted to them that they were jointly responsible for the strategies employed in achieving the final product. It was clear to them that they would be assigned as a group, with a common grade for all the members. The only limitation posed to them was that participants without any contribution (at least one time at the wiki’s platform) would be eliminated. The assignment was evaluated as 20% of the final grade. The mean grade for the specific assignment was 73 /100 for the 76 participants who took part at the activity. The meeting has been recorded, transcribed and then analyzed. The data collection was intended to be as natural as possible, in order to identify participants’ concerns.

In order to examine the posed research questions of the present study we analyzed: (a) students’ e-mails to the instructor where issues about the group activity and the collaboration were posed, (b) students’ queries and concerns which were expresses during the two synchronous online meetings (c) students’ behavior on wiki’s platform during their participation at the activity and (d) data from semi-structured interviews which were conducted by two participants, after the experience of the collaborative activity at the end of the semester. The first one was very active at his group and the second one sent many messages to the instructor expressing her concerns about the evaluation of the group assignment. The nicknames Costas and Maria are used for the presentation of the results.

Results

The presentation of the results is constructed based on the two main research questions. A narration and description of facts are presented in order to reveal students’ perceptions, their behavior and their concerns about the use of collaborative assignment in online learning environment.

Students’ Participation and the Respective Group Dynamics

The day the guidelines for the collaborative assignment were uploaded at the course’s platform, three students sent a personal message (through e-mail) to the instructor asking her not to participate at the group work and to work individually. Their major arguments were that they did not have personal relations with the other students; they posed the lack of time for “meetings” due to occupational responsibilities and the age gap with the other participants. Additionally, four other students sent e-mails and asked to participate at a different group in order to be with someone they already knew (i.e. husband, wife, sister and friend). During the first online meeting the instructor explained them the benefits of the collaboration with randomly constructed groups. Additionally, she explained the major characteristics of the collaborative online activities according to which participant do not have to meet each other face to face. She presented the asynchronous online tool which they have to use, the wiki. After the meeting only a student insisted to work individually and the instructor did not give her the respective permission.

During the online meeting, the students’ fear to work collaboratively through an online environment was revealed. They did not have any previous experiences of online collaboration as all of them attended conventional university programs which did not promote the use of e-learning platform. A student suggested sharing their ideas and opinions through the use of group e-mails. A different student explained that she did not
have any member of her group at the same geographical region and she was not able to “travel” for just an assignment. They did not have any knowledge about the use of more recent asynchronous ways of collaboration. They expressed their belief that the collaboration implies face to face meetings or discussions through teleconferencing or telephone. The instructor, during the online meeting ensured them that they were not asked to have any synchronous meetings; they would only use the tools that the wiki offered to them in order to share their ideas and they would be able to construct in collaboration the final product for the assignment. Immediately after the online meeting, the instructor uploaded a file with instructions on how to use the wiki (by giving detailed guidelines and presenting examples with images of the computer screen) and how participants could use each one of the presented sheets.

The most difficult issue which was posed by the students was their denial to accept that the grade would be the same for all the members of the group. “You need to take into consideration the contribution of each member”, “It is not fair enough”, and “What if we disagree with the final product?” were few of their reactions during the meeting or as there were posed as comments at the discussion forum. The instructor emphasized the role of a new experience and the role of self-reflection based on colleagues’ feedback.

Additionally, the instructor discussed with them the benefits of using the collaborative work with their students, as teachers at different educational levels and the different roles they had to give to their students in order to work productively. She explained them that as adults they were able to decide and share roles without the instructor’s contribution, something that they may need to do with children. It was impressive that in order to help them overcome their concerns she needed to propose them different ways on how to organize the collaboration. The two main suggestions which discussed with them where: (i) the necessity to decide a procedure on how to use the different ideas, comments, suggestions in order to construct the final product and (ii) the importance of justifying their opinions, present arguments and examples in order to convince the other members of the group and in order to react productively to their colleagues’ arguments.

Their major concern was that in the case of face to face learning they would be able to evaluate each member’s contribution and mainly they would be able to provide the necessary feedback in order to enforce students’ motivation and the quality of their work. A participant insisted to underline her belief that in the case of disagreement they should have the opportunity to upload their different suggestions individually. Her major concern was on the grade of the assignment and how it would be possible to be evaluated for a product which they might disagree.

Based on the abovementioned discussion, in order to examine their beliefs about collaborative assignment and their previous teaching and learning relevant experiences, the instructor asked them through a discussion forum, few days after the meeting, to claim whether they used collaborative activities with their students (they had to present an indicative example of activity) and whether they ever belonged to any group of teachers who shared ideas and collaborated for a project or something else. Almost all of them claimed that they organized collaborative activities many times in the past, where they asked their students to collaborate in the classroom in order to investigate a concept in mathematics or physics. Few of them claimed that they asked their students to develop a project in history or geography, where they had to make a presentation with relevant information. “In most cases for the development of the project students have to collaborate during the course at the classroom or sometimes they have meetings at their home. They like to do that as they have the opportunity to play with their friends after the end of their work”. However they discriminate their work and the specific activity during the online course, due to lack of time for the discussions and the difficulty to convince adults with strong beliefs and conceptions.

Only a participant who was teacher at secondary education had the experience to be a member at a group of teachers at a European Comenius program and for this reason he knew how to use a forum at the webpage of the project in order to share ideas. During the interview Costas expressed the belief that “if participants were asked to complete a questionnaire before the specific activity, they would probably express positive beliefs about their participation at a collaborative activity, because this was the theoretically expectable to be answered by teachers”. Maria admitted that “we have not learnt to cooperate, as we work in a competitive framework where teachers try to prove that they are better in their work than their colleagues and they deserve a promotion”.

The quantitative data about the students’ participation at the specific collaborative assignment are presented at the Table 1. Students without any contribution did not collaborate on constructing the analysis by discussing ideas or even editing the final product and did not present any opinion or comment at the specific wiki-sheet. They were totally absent from the platform without giving any reason. Students who are characterized as having “leading contribution” participated at least four times at the discussion and students with minimum
participation contributed only once to the development of the final product of the assignment. Actually in most cases, those 25 students uploaded at the place for the comments the whole text, as they would have to present an individual course work (see Table 1). They did not try to have any interaction with the other members and they did not collaborate at all. A student sent a personal e-mail to the instructor asking for feedback on her contribution, in order to “know the right answers for the final exams”. The specific comment indicated that he did not understand even the aims of the course and the expected learning outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Students without any participation</th>
<th>Students with leading contribution</th>
<th>Students with minimum participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems that in the case of all the groups, there was at least one student who had decided to be the leader. In almost all cases (6 out of 8) the leader wrote a comment immediately after the online meeting in order to express his / her willingness to present at the platform the initial ideas and to be responsible in order to edit the final product after the other members’ contribution. In the other two cases (group 4 and group 6), there were “independent” presentation of ideas and at the end there were participants who decided to edit them without mentioning anything about their role. Only Costas at the seventh group behaved as a leader during all the stages of the activity. He posed himself as leader and he asked the other members of the group to upload their first thoughts, he expressed his agreement and disagreement many times in respect to many ideas, he gave twice examples in order to justify his opinions and he presented many arguments. As he mentioned during the interview “I like to be sure about the final product, I need to be satisfied with it and if I like to work on something I express my initiative to act as coordinator, otherwise I do not feel that I can control the whole situation”.

There were three groups (those with only one leader) where the leader interacted with the other members by giving examples, asking for more explanations, expressing ideas on how to construct the final product by a more comprehensive way. In two cases the leading person, worked independently without indicating any flexibility to change things on the sheet where the final product was developed. They seemed to be strong-willed and they tried to justify and explain to the other members the correctness of their opinions.

**Students’ Beliefs about the Participants’ Role**

At the specific collaborative assignment there supposed to be two major distinct roles: the role of each student as member of a group and the role of the instructor who was expected to provide the necessary feedback after the evaluation of the assignment and to respond to any questions which were posed during the collaborative assignment. During the interview both students, Maria and Costas, expressed the belief that the assignment would be easier for them if they could work individually. “Much less time would be needed for the project if we would be able to work individually. Each one manages differently his/her timetable. I cannot work productively near the deadline”, Maria said. Costas expressed his disappointment from the reluctance of few participants to work collaboratively, giving the impression that they liked to “take advantage of the others’ hard work”. However in general he believed that “we need to work in groups, as we ask our students to work in groups. Having in mind those negative experiences I feel that in future I will be able to pose rules and regulations for the group work of my students in order to facilitate them to have only positive collaborative experiences”.

Based on their responses we had the opportunity to discuss their beliefs about the instructor’s role during a collaborative activity. Both of them seemed to discriminate a project which is a part of a summative assignment and a group work for the understanding of the concept. In the second case they believed that the instructor has to give immediate feedback and be involved in order to facilitate the functionality of the group. In the first case “it depends on the level of education. In secondary and higher education, instructor has to offer relative collaborative experiences through the classroom activities, before asking for collaboration through an
assignment.” They mentioned that they further had to use the forum which was available at the platform for discussions every week rather than posing only questions to the instructor.

Concerning the instructor’s in regards to feedback, we had to underline that during the online meeting, students asked for information about the procedure of the feedback. The instructor explained to them that the feedback would be uploaded to them few days after the deadline of the assignment. However they would be able to pose questions at a forum in order to have the instructor’s and participants’ reaction, contribution and feedback. Three different students insisted that they might have specific questions about the paper for which their group was responsible to criticize and not general questions and they felt insecurity to count only on their colleagues’ contribution. Before the deadline of the activity, one of the groups asked the instructor whether they could send her their analysis in order to give them feedback. They expressed their anxiety about the grade of the project. They seemed to relate the feedback to an assignment with the evaluation of the assignment. Two weeks after the experience with the collaborative assignment, during an online meeting (for explanations about an individual assignment) a few students complained about the time limitations and many students suggested an increase of the teaching assistant’s contribution during the collaboration in order to “feel more safety”.

Discussion and Conclusions

Universities throughout the world are steadily increasing the use of online courses as a part of lifelong learning. Clearly this is a trend that will continue. Establishing group work assignment is a teaching method to develop group work skills (Beccaria et al., 2014). The development of new e-learning processes has revealed opportunities for innovation in assessment practices in higher education. There are two main issues concerning the collaborative assignment: (i) how to support the collaborative learning by creating dynamic online environment and (ii) how to facilitate high quality feedback between instructors and students (Change, 2019; Russell, Elton, Swinglehurst & Greenhalgh, 2006). The present study concentrated mainly on the first issue, and recognized the significance of the second issue for a future study.

Although group work has many benefits for enhancing collaborative learning, it seems that it causes anxiety and a feeling of injustice. In order to change students’ perceptions about collaborative assignment and increase their motivation in order to persevere to overcome obstacles we have to facilitate them to reduce dysfunctional behavior (Hannaford, 2017). By this way we may reduce their negative experiences. Probably it would be easier for them to participate in a collaborative activity without having in their mind the marks, although in this case they may not be motivated to participate. Otherwise it seems that many of them prefer the individual work or at least the cooperative work which minimizes the necessity to collaborate, in respect to the definitions proposed by Zach and Agosto (2009).

It is suggested that collaborative activities are necessary component to effective online instruction. The present study confirms the results of LaBeouf et al. (2016) that students’ complaints are focused on time and logistical barriers and it indicates that lack of previous experiences on collaborative activities even in conventional teaching environment. Adult learners have greater need and desire for active learning because they tend to be older, non-traditional students who expect to have more agencies in their own learning (Riggs & Linder, 2016). One of the advantages of using wiki technology as a platform is that it reveals each group member’s contribution, since a record is kept of every contribution. This could counteract problems such as the attempt by some students to dominate group work and the attempt of others to get away with the least possible work. It is recommended that active learning opportunities within online asynchronous environments highly contribute on students’ learning engagement and learning experiences reflection (Chang, 2019; Riggs & Linder, 2016). However it seems that a presupposition of using collaborative assignment is the development previously the students’ awareness of group processes and group dynamics. Working with others requires the ability to resolve conflicts, use effective communication strategies, manage time and tasks (Beccaria et al., 2014). Fujita, Doney and Wegerif (2019) recently indicated in a specific case of mathematics that students’ decision-making was influenced by their inability to see their peers’ points of view dialogically.

The most disappointing result of the present study is that graduate students who were participants, they were at the same time pre-service and in-service teachers. They were expected, according to the National Curriculum, to use collaboration during their teaching in order to fulfill the aims of the educational system. However, they were not able to collaborate themselves for an assignment by using the online environment. We believe that the specific result has to ring a bell about the necessity to establish a sense of belonging within the learning community in adult on-line courses which are offered for pre-service and in-service teachers. They cannot
convince their students about the benefits of collaboration without having strong beliefs by themselves as learners, based on positive experiences.

In the case of pre-service and in-service teachers the use of online collaborative assignment provides them with useful experiences that can be used for the development of communication, collaboration and knowledge in using effective communication tools which they can use further during their work. By this way they are more able to realize that the instructor’s role changes from being a provider of knowledge to a facilitator, he/she needs to be more accessible to students and facilitate group work by presenting hints about participants’ role during collaborative work. Particular attention has to be given to support them during the activity and to assess the individual contribution of each one. It seems that the instructor has to assist the group in creating ways in which to handle the unproductive members and foster the communication skills by using asynchronous methods. It could be useful to ask students present an additional piece of written work in which they analyze how their group worked and evaluate their own and others’ contributions to the group effort.

Although the graduates of pedagogical departments, departments of psychology and social sciences are expected to use collaborative teaching processes, it seems that they do not have adequate experiences as students in order to be convinced about the value of those processes or they do not feel sufficiently prepared with the relevant skills (Wilson, Ho, & Brookes, 2018). The recent Scotland’s (2016) study with undergraduate students in Qatar indicated that their perceptions changed in a statistically significant way after the submission of the first piece of formally assessed group work. The present study indicated that many adult students resist even in having an experience of collaborative assignment. We believe that a possible way to encounter the negative beliefs about the collaborative assignment is to provide them appropriate direct feedback given by the instructor or the other members of the group, after having the opportunity to express thoughts, feelings, and concerns. If the students know how to express their feelings and concerns, the group becomes more cohesive due to honesty among the members (Galajda, 2012). Sridharan and Boud (2019) indicated that peer feedback leads to enhanced teamwork behavior and self-assessment ability. Finally a future study could relate participants’ self-efficacy beliefs on developing a project individually with their contribution on the collaborative work, on their peer feedback interventions and on their metacognitive awareness in relation to group work.

Limitations of the Study

- We were not able to examine participants’ beliefs about the use of collaborative assignment directly as we tried to avoid the expression of the expected “right” answers in respect to the pedagogy. However we have to keep in mind that the expressed behaviour does not necessarily reveal the participants’ beliefs or perceptions.
- The group were divided randomly and for practical reasons the groups had too many participants. A future study can examine the impact of the number of participants and the differences concerning other participants’ characteristics.
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